From the Desk of Archbishop Chaz Stevens
Mount Jab – The Church of Mars™
Spiritual Engineering for the Soul™

5/27/22
Town Manager Linda Connors
City of Lauderdale-By-The-Sea
4501 North Ocean Drive
Lauderdale-By-The-Sea, FL 33308
RE: Request to provide Christian Invocation
Greetings to you.
My name is Archbishop Chaz Stevens with The Church of Mars. Back in
2016, your wonderful little community graciously allowed me to perform the
invocation before your august Commission.
I ask for your consideration allowing me to perform another invocation
before an upcoming Lauderdale-By-The-Sea city commission meeting.
The passage of time has mellowed my rhetoric, you'll now find that I'm not
as bleak and foreboding when speaking about Hell. Instead, it is God who
speaks to us through His Word --the Bible! -- where He discusses important
issues of the day, such as cannibalism (Deuteronomy 28:52-57), bestiality
(Leviticus 18:23), and even smashing babies against rocks (Psalm 137:9)!
It's these values, and not something out of Kantian ethics, that instills the
gravitas and divine guidance that’s long been missing from our public
space.
If it not presumptuous, please allow me to bring a supply of Bibles with the
appropriate passages tagged, so we can all rejoice and sing along at the
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Love that is God! We've also got handouts for those in attendance
(attached) – vivid imagery of the Lord’s blessing for his flock.
Time permitting, our Mariachi band can really get the house rocking! To
me, nothing says Jesus H. Christ more than a rousing rendition of La
Bamba.
My thanks for listening. I will call your office early next week to confirm a
date and time.
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